CLICK [THIS HYPERLINK] TO SEE BERNIE GEVISSER’S LOGBOOK PAGE DETAILING 8 OF HIS 71 MISSIONS DURING WORLD OIL WAR II

60th – Operation – April 1st, 1945 – Beginning at 4:05 PM, lasting 1 hour and 25 minutes:

DUST FROM PREVIOUS BOMB BURSTS OBSCURED THE TARGET SO I HAD TO COME FAIRLY LOW BEFORE RELEASING – I FELT SAW & HEARD BOMBS EXPLODING JUST AT ABOUT SAME TIME – I MUST HAVE PULLED OUT AT ABOUT 50 ‘ [FEET] TO 100 ‘ ABOVE HOUSES. MY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WENT OUT IN STRAFFING DIVE – WHAT A JOB PUMPING THE UNDERCART DOWN. THERE WERE NUMEROUS HOLES IN WINGS & TAILPLANE MOST PROBABLY FROM [MY] BOMBS – D/H [DIRECT HIT]

66th – Operation – April 9th, 1945 – Beginning at 9:05 AM, lasting 1 hour and 5 minutes.


67th – Operation – April 9th, 1945 – Beginning at 6:35 PM, lasting 1 hour and 10 minutes.